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1. Basics Characteristics of Audio1. Basics Characteristics of Audio

Audio is cause by disturbance in air pressure that reaches 
human earsdrum. 
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AUDIBLE AUDIBLE 
SOUNDSOUND

20 Hz – 20,000 Hz20 Hz – 20,000 Hz
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ADC & DAC ?ADC & DAC ?
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ADC (Analog to Digital Converter)ADC (Analog to Digital Converter)

 SAMPLINGSAMPLING
 QUANTIZATIONQUANTIZATION
 CODINGCODING
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DAC (Digital to Analog Converter)DAC (Digital to Analog Converter)

 Digital SequenceDigital Sequence
 Step SignalingStep Signaling
 FilteringFiltering
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2. Analog Video System2. Analog Video System

 Capture & Reproduction Capture & Reproduction 
 Frame RatesFrame Rates
 Aspect RatioAspect Ratio
 ResolutionResolution
 Viewing RatioViewing Ratio
 Bandwidth Requirements Bandwidth Requirements 
 Storage & TransmissionStorage & Transmission
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Capture & ReproductionCapture & Reproduction

 Progressive DCT-basedProgressive DCT-based
 Comparison of Sequential and Progressive modeComparison of Sequential and Progressive mode

 Progressive Progressive 

modemode

 SequentialSequential

modemode
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Frame RatesFrame Rates

 Determined by 3 major factors :Determined by 3 major factors :
 Should be high enough to deliver motion 

smoothly
 Bandwidth
 Display Techniques (interlace) 

 Usually for video : Usually for video : 25-3025-30 frames per seconds  frames per seconds 
(fps)(fps)
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Aspect RatioAspect Ratio

 Ratio of an image’s width to its heightRatio of an image’s width to its height
 Originaly Originaly      4 : 34 : 3
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ResolutionResolution

 An image or a display is specified by horizontal An image or a display is specified by horizontal 
and vertical resolution ( H : V)and vertical resolution ( H : V)

 Horizontal resolution Horizontal resolution   the capability to  the capability to 
reproduce horizontal fine detail.reproduce horizontal fine detail.
 480 lines  240 white & 240 black horizontal lines
 If aspect ratio is 4:3  360 white & 360 black vertical lines 
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 REQUIREMENTS MULTIMEDIA REQUIREMENTS MULTIMEDIA 
SYSTEM ?SYSTEM ?
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Common Issue-1Common Issue-1

Storage and 
Bandwidth 
Requirements
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Storage RequirementsStorage Requirements

 Amount of data
 Text < Image < Audio < Animation < Video

 Example
 A presentation of 30 min video, 2000 images, 40 min 

of stereo sound on a laser disc
 Requires 65.4GB of storage. (50GB for video, 15GB 

for images, 0.4 GB for audio)
 Vast amount of data

 Need compression!
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ExampleExample

Uncompressed
(262 KB)

Compressed
(6 KB, 43:1)

Compressed
(22 KB, 12:1)
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Bandwidth RequirementsBandwidth Requirements

 Example:Example:
 Storage requirement for image data

HVP/8
H = number of pixels (each line)
V = number of lines 
P = pixel depth (bits per pixel)

How much data storage to represent a true color 
image with 480 lines, 600 pixels ?864 KB864 KB
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Bit rateBit rate

 How, if the image has to be transmitted How, if the image has to be transmitted 
in 2 seconds?in 2 seconds? 3.456 Mbps3.456 Mbps

  Audio Audio   calculated based on sampling rate,  calculated based on sampling rate,
          and the number of bits per sampleand the number of bits per sample

Video Video   calculated based on the amount of data   calculated based on the amount of data 
          per image (frame)per image (frame)
          and the number of frames per secondand the number of frames per second

Image size, color representations ??Image size, color representations ??
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Bit Rate of Common Audio and Video Bit Rate of Common Audio and Video 
ApplicationsApplications
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Storage requirements of some Storage requirements of some 
common mediacommon media
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 1 GB Harddisk can store 1 GB Harddisk can store 
 1.5 hr CD-audio
 36 seconds HDTV

 Using Disk with transfer rate 10 Mbits/sUsing Disk with transfer rate 10 Mbits/s
 How long? 800 seconds

Typical network bit rate?Typical network bit rate?
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Common Issue-2Common Issue-2

Delay and Delay Delay and Delay 
Jitter Jitter 
RequirementsRequirements
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 Phone conversationsPhone conversations
0.6 sec – 1.8 sec [Klemmer, Krauss & Bricker]

 End-to-end delay < 300 ms

for most conversational applications

 Information retrieval application ??
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Common Issue-3Common Issue-3

Semantic Structure of Semantic Structure of 
Multimedia Multimedia 
InformationInformation
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Common Issue-4Common Issue-4

•Error and Loss Tolerance Error and Loss Tolerance 
in Multimedia Datain Multimedia Data

BAD NEWS vs GOOD NEWS ?BAD NEWS vs GOOD NEWS ?
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Common Issue-5Common Issue-5

Quality of Service Quality of Service 
(QoS)(QoS)

Preferable quality VS Acceptable qualityPreferable quality VS Acceptable quality
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DIGITAL DATA DIGITAL DATA 
REPRESENTATIONREPRESENTATION
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IMAGEIMAGE
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Other issues: Image CompressionOther issues: Image Compression

 Because pictures take up so much Because pictures take up so much 
space, we have to compress themspace, we have to compress them
 Reduce the number of coloursReduce the number of colours
 Store constant information only onceStore constant information only once
 Reduce the size of imagesReduce the size of images
 Use Use vector graphicsvector graphics

 Used by Flash/ShockwaveUsed by Flash/Shockwave
 Used for animationsUsed for animations

 There are a number of different There are a number of different 
compression formatscompression formats
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PalettesPalettes

 We have 256 colours to play with (say), represented by We have 256 colours to play with (say), represented by 
the numbers 0 to 255. That is, we store 8 bits of colour the numbers 0 to 255. That is, we store 8 bits of colour 
information for each pixel.information for each pixel.

 But the screen can display 64k different colours (16 bit But the screen can display 64k different colours (16 bit 
colour) or 16.7 million colours (24 bit colour).colour) or 16.7 million colours (24 bit colour).

 So we pick our particular 256 colours out of all the So we pick our particular 256 colours out of all the 
available ones, using a available ones, using a CLUT (colour look up table)CLUT (colour look up table)..

 This shows our 256 colour numbers and the larger colour This shows our 256 colour numbers and the larger colour 
number to display for that numbernumber to display for that number
 0 = red of 12, green of 45 and blue of 210
 1 = red of 25, green of 90 and blue of 255
 and so on to 255

 But we can have only one such CLUT for everythingBut we can have only one such CLUT for everything
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GIF and JPGGIF and JPG

 GIF -GIF - Graphic Interchange Format Graphic Interchange Format
 LosslessLossless compression compression
 256 colours256 colours
 One colour can be transparentOne colour can be transparent
 Used for buttons and textUsed for buttons and text

 JPGJPG - Joint Photographers Expert Group - Joint Photographers Expert Group
 Lossy compressionLossy compression
 Degree of compression under your controlDegree of compression under your control
 Many coloursMany colours
 No transparent colourNo transparent colour
 Used for photographsUsed for photographs
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RASTER VS VECTORRASTER VS VECTOR
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Raster GraphicsRaster Graphics

 Data is stored for each Data is stored for each pixelpixel position. position.
 With an image that is 500 x 300 there are 150,000 With an image that is 500 x 300 there are 150,000 

pixel positions.pixel positions.
 If it’s in two colours, we store either a 0 or a 1 for each If it’s in two colours, we store either a 0 or a 1 for each 

position. So the number of bytes is 150,000 / 8 = 18,750 position. So the number of bytes is 150,000 / 8 = 18,750 
bytesbytes

 If there’s 4 colours, we store 00, 01, 10 or 11 for each If there’s 4 colours, we store 00, 01, 10 or 11 for each 
pixel position -- 150,000 * 2 / 8 = 37,500 bytespixel position -- 150,000 * 2 / 8 = 37,500 bytes

 With a palette of 256 colours, we need 8 bits for each With a palette of 256 colours, we need 8 bits for each 
pixel --- 150,000 * 8 / 8 = 150,000 bytespixel --- 150,000 * 8 / 8 = 150,000 bytes

 With a palette of 16.7 million colours, we need 24 bits for With a palette of 16.7 million colours, we need 24 bits for 
each pixel -- 150,000 * 24 / 8 = 450,000 byteseach pixel -- 150,000 * 24 / 8 = 450,000 bytes

 (With a 56 k modem, how fast will this picture load?)(With a 56 k modem, how fast will this picture load?)
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The Tragedy of The Tragedy of RasterRaster Graphics Graphics

 Remember, modems are serial (1 bit at a time) Remember, modems are serial (1 bit at a time) 
so that’s so that’s 56 * 1024 /8 bytes = 7,000 bytes per 56 * 1024 /8 bytes = 7,000 bytes per 
secondsecond at best so our  at best so our 450,000 byte450,000 byte picture will  picture will 
take take 65 seconds65 seconds to load. Or  to load. Or 100 seconds100 seconds with a  with a 
33k modem.33k modem.

 If a page contains 400 words @ 5 letters per If a page contains 400 words @ 5 letters per 
word and 5 characters of extra HTML per word word and 5 characters of extra HTML per word 
we get:we get:

(400 * 5) + (400 * 5) = 4,000 characters = 4,000 (400 * 5) + (400 * 5) = 4,000 characters = 4,000 
bytes = .6 seconds to load. bytes = .6 seconds to load. 

 We’ll need to compress, use We’ll need to compress, use vectorvector graphics,  graphics, 
reduce the number of colours, compress again.reduce the number of colours, compress again.
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Vector GraphicsVector Graphics

 Like Corel Draw or Illustrator filesLike Corel Draw or Illustrator files
 Lines and shapes are stored as mathematical formulas
 Fills are stored as a few bytes.
 A program reconstructs the always necessary raster 

image from the vectors, stores the results in the video 
card’s frame buffer, and shows the results on a raster 
device (your screen).

 So we have very small files but lots of processing work on 
the way to displaying the results.

 Flash/Shockwave are currently the only standard ways of 
using vector graphics on the web.

 But new standards are being developed to extend web 
use of vector graphics
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Vector versus Raster GraphicsVector versus Raster Graphics

 Have to use raster graphics for Have to use raster graphics for 
photographs.photographs.

 May have to use raster where using May have to use raster where using 
lots and lots of colours (except for lots and lots of colours (except for 
things like fountain fills)things like fountain fills)

 Where it’s possible to use vector Where it’s possible to use vector 
graphics, files are tiny.graphics, files are tiny.

 Vector graphics require much Vector graphics require much 
computer processing before display, computer processing before display, 
while raster graphics require (almost) while raster graphics require (almost) 
none.none.
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 Nyquist TheoremNyquist Theorem
 Sampling rate depends on the max.freq.of the 

analog signal
 Sampling rate should be at least 2f Hz
 Example:

 CD Audio = 44.1 kHz  16 bits per sample 
 DAT = 48 kHz  16 bits per sample
 Digital Telp = 8 kHz  8 bits per sample

 Human voice 3.1 kHz
 CHANNEL ?
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 Nyquist TheoremNyquist Theorem
 Sampling rate depends on the max.freq.of the 

analog signal
 Sampling rate should be at least 2f Hz
 Example:

 CD Audio = 44.1 kHz  16 bits per sample 
 DAT = 48 kHz  16 bits per sample
 Digital Telp = 8 kHz  8 bits per sample

 Human voice 3.1 kHz
 CHANNEL ?
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Bit rate of Sound with CD Bit rate of Sound with CD 
Audio quality? Audio quality? 
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A Shift: Digital SoundA Shift: Digital Sound

 Music on CD works as follows:Music on CD works as follows:
 Each chunk of data represents the amplitude of the sound at 

a moment in time with a number ranging from 0 to 65,535 – 
(say that each sample is a 16 bit number).

 44,000 samples are taken per second per stereo channel.
 So data storage per second is 44,000 samples * 2 bytes per 

sample * 2 channels = 176,000 bytes per second. 
 So a 3 and a half minute song takes 176,000 * 60 * 3.5 = 

36,960,000 bytes of storage space
 Your CD music is the equivalent to uncompressed raster 

graphics 
 MP3 is the equivalent to .JPG/.JPEG compression, as it is both 

lossy and the degree of loss (and compression) is under user 
control. Standard MP3 gets a standard length song down to, 
say 5-6 meg.
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MIDIMIDI

 MIDIMIDI is the music equivalent to vector graphics. is the music equivalent to vector graphics.
 Music is stored as a set of instructions, a score, giving Music is stored as a set of instructions, a score, giving 

the note, the instrument to play the note, the way the the note, the instrument to play the note, the way the 
note is to be played, etc.note is to be played, etc.

 Many notes (voices) can be played at the same time.Many notes (voices) can be played at the same time.
 Sound is generated either via “FM Synthesis” or by Sound is generated either via “FM Synthesis” or by 

using ROM or RAM based samples of how the using ROM or RAM based samples of how the 
instruments sound.instruments sound.

 Files are quite small but lots of processing is Files are quite small but lots of processing is 
necessary to generate the sound.necessary to generate the sound.
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MP3MP3

 MPEG-1, Layer 3 sound compression -- MPEG-1, Layer 3 sound compression -- 
intended for movies on CD and DVDintended for movies on CD and DVD
 90+% compression possible
 Compression takes about a third of the length 

of the music 
 A typical song (50mb) goes to 5mb
 Is a lossy compression, so the quality goes 

down, but not much
 No encryption in any way
 No “watermark” (watermark = a secret pattern 

of bits somewhere which indicates the source of 
the copy)

 Much music publisher panic with the sudden 
popularity of the format.
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SummarySummary

 Data compression to reduce demands on storage Data compression to reduce demands on storage 
space and transmission bandwidth.space and transmission bandwidth.

 A multimedia operating system, transport A multimedia operating system, transport 
protocol, and disk scheduler to provide protocol, and disk scheduler to provide 
appropriate delay and jitter guarantees.appropriate delay and jitter guarantees.

 High-performance workstations and high-speed High-performance workstations and high-speed 
networks to handle high bit rates under time networks to handle high bit rates under time 
constraints.constraints.

 High-performance retrieval engines capable of High-performance retrieval engines capable of 
retrieving relevant audio, images, and video retrieving relevant audio, images, and video 
quickly in response to a user’s query.quickly in response to a user’s query.

 Overall, QOS specification and guarantee Overall, QOS specification and guarantee 
mechanisms.mechanisms.
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ASSIGNMENT 1ASSIGNMENT 1
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    Assignment 1Assignment 1

Build a tool (ie: using spreadsheet Build a tool (ie: using spreadsheet 
etc) to determine how quickly the etc) to determine how quickly the 
multimedia data for web materials multimedia data for web materials 
can be downloaded. The materials can be downloaded. The materials 
include pictures, sound files and include pictures, sound files and 
video. video.  
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For music For music 

(assume a 90% compression for MP3, and (assume a 90% compression for MP3, and 
10 mb per minute of uncompressed sound)10 mb per minute of uncompressed sound)

Get: Sound minutes and secondsGet: Sound minutes and seconds

Show:Show:

a.    Raw file size in bytesa.    Raw file size in bytes

b.    Compressed file size in bytesb.    Compressed file size in bytes
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FFor picturesFFor pictures
GGet: the height and width in pixels, the number of GGet: the height and width in pixels, the number of 

colours and the likely compression percent.colours and the likely compression percent.
SShow:SShow:
a.    Pixel bit depth (NOTE: not just 8, 16 or 24)a.    Pixel bit depth (NOTE: not just 8, 16 or 24)
b.    Raw file size in bytesb.    Raw file size in bytes
c.    Compressed file size in bytesc.    Compressed file size in bytes
d.    Download time in minutes and secondsd.    Download time in minutes and seconds
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For videoFor video
Use your calculators for pictures and Use your calculators for pictures and 
sound, with the addition of frames per sound, with the addition of frames per 
second and minutes and seconds of second and minutes and seconds of 
video. Assume MP3 sound. Allow a video. Assume MP3 sound. Allow a 
second compression percent (across second compression percent (across 
frame compression is possible as well as frame compression is possible as well as 
within frame compression.) Return the within frame compression.) Return the 
raw and compressed sizes for the video.raw and compressed sizes for the video.
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QUESTIONS & QUESTIONS & 
COMMENTS ?COMMENTS ?

That’s all, folks…
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